Obituary

A life for the revolution - Winfried Wolf (1949-2023)

Publication date: Friday 2 June 2023
Winnie Wolf died on the night of 23 May. Severe liver disease had already brought him close to death once; with the help of a new kind of therapy he got back on his feet for a few months, threw himself into work again and went on lecture tours. As late as April, he had agreed to present his friend Klaus Gietinger's film about Stuttgart 21 at the ISO Eco-Socialist Conference.

PS:

If you like this article or have found it useful, please consider donating towards the work of International Viewpoint. Simply follow this link: Donate then enter an amount of your choice. One-off donations are very welcome. But regular donations by standing order are also vital to our continuing functioning. See the last paragraph of this article for our bank account details and take out a standing order. Thanks.

[1] the editor of the magazine Konkret